
Lyrics: Jasmin Füchtner 
 
Tell me how much time has passed 
It feels like an eternity 
The hole time I‘m just being relaxed 
I sleep but I‘m still so sleepy 
I don‘t know what to do else 
Every day feels like the same 
There is too much time with myself 
Every hour goes by so lame 
 
I don‘t know how I feel 
Too much thoughts in my brain 
Is this situation even real 
Or are they playing a game 
 
And I can‘t help myself tonight 
My thoughts even swim through my veins 
Each minute seems to be a fight 
Tied up in invisible chains 
And again I‘m thinking too much 
I just want to break free 
I yearn for all of my friends‘ touch 
This even can‘t be reality 
 
Face to face I need that now 
Before I‘ll go crazy 
I should keep smiling but tell me how 
Actually life should be tasty 
It’s absolutely sickening 
This feeling of being constantly empty 
Now we need to be an awesome team 
To stop this and be together quickly 
 
I don‘t know how I feel 
Too much thoughts in my brain 
Is this situation even real 
Or are they playing a game 
 
And I can‘t help myself tonight 
My thoughts even swim through my veins 
Each minute seems to be the a fight 
Tied up in invisible chains 
And again I‘m thinking too much 
I just want to break free 
I yearn for all of my friends‘ touch 
This even can‘t be reality 
 

And I can‘t help myself tonight 
My thoughts even swim through my veins 
Each minute seems to be the a fight 
Tied up in invisible chains 
And again I‘m thinking too much 
I just want to break free 
I yearn for all of my friends‘ touch 
This even can‘t be reality 
  


